Exploring the experience of post-stroke fatigue in community dwelling stroke survivors: a prospective qualitative study.
To explore the experience of post-stroke fatigue in community-dwelling stroke survivors with and without post-stroke mood disturbance within one year of stroke. This was a prospective qualitative cohort study including semistructured interviews undertaken at baseline (stroke onset), 3, 6, 9 and 12 months in 23 stroke survivors; eight single interviews were held with "supplementary" participants. Qualitative data analysis involved an inductive thematic approach using a process of constant comparison. Thirty-one participants (17 men, 14 women; age range 37-94 years) took part in 122 interviews. The majority of participants was independent and experienced few major depressive symptoms. Three trajectories emerged regarding the participants' experiences of fatigue including experience of fatigue, coping strategies and knowledge. The results of this study suggest that in spite of reasonable objective physical recovery post-stroke, fatigue in community-dwelling stroke survivors may be disabling. The use of qualitative methodology was sensitive in identifying the factors that play a role in the experience of fatigue. The essential role of health professionals in this context is to provide support and education regarding fatigue and to promote participation after stroke in therapy programs. Routine practice for stroke services should include fatigue advice prior to discharge.